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This book is all about House Plans as per Vastu Shastra. In this book, you get 500 Various
sizes of house plans as per Vastu Shastra principles. In this book, you will get the best ideas to
make your dream house. You can easily pick up your dream house plan from this book, a lot of
various sizes of house plans available in this book. This book will be more useful for students
who learn to make house plan drawing as per vastu Shastra and the engineers who need
vastu house plan ideas and also the people who plan to build their dream house. Maximum
varieties of land sizes available in this book. 1bhk, 2bhk, 3bhk, 4bhk all types of house plans
attached in this book. You get small to big house plans here. I hope this book will be more
helpful for people all over the world.



500 Various Sizes of House Plans As Per Vastu Shastra(Choose Your Dream House Plan
Inside) ByEr.AS. Sethupathi.,M.Tech Structural
Engineering., Contents TitleContentsVastu Shastra MantraAbout Me (Author)About the
BookVastu Shastra PrinciplesHouse Plans I dedicate this book to all the
people in this world.My special thanks toThe UniverseGodMy parents Vastu Shastra
MantraBhoomi Putraya DheemahiOm Anugraha Roopaya VidhmaheTanno Vastu Purusha
Prachodayat. About Me (Author) My name is AS SETHUPATHI. I am from Anthiyur, Erode
district, Tamilnadu, India. I studied BE Civil Engineering (2013) and M tech Structural
Engineering (2015) at the Hindustan University, Chennai. Currently, I’m a Civil Engineer
working in Bangalore, India. I learned Vastu Shastra by myself. Also, I learned to make House
plans as per Vastu Shastra and I make blueprints, Section, Elevation Drawings, Interior design
drawings in both 2D and 3D. After some research, I came to know many people in this world
searching for House plan ideas. So I planned to make House Plan books as per Vastu Shastra
for the people who need house plans to build their dream house. I hope this book will be more
helpful for people Searching for house plan ideas. My sincere thanks to you for buying my
book. If this book helpful for you kindly refer to your friends and also give a review of this book.
Thank you. About the Book This book is all about House Plans as per Vastu Shastra. In this
book, you get 500 Various sizes of house plans as per Vastu Shastra principles. In this book,
you will get the best ideas to make your dream house. You can easily pick up your dream
house plan from this book, a lot of various sizes of house plans available in this book. This
book will be more useful for students who learn to make house plan drawing as per vastu
Shastra and the engineers who need vastu house plan ideas and also the people who plan to
build their dream house. Maximum varieties of land sizes available in this book. 1bhk, 2bhk,
3bhk, 4bhk all types of house plans attached in this book. You get small to big house plans
here. I hope this book will be more helpful for people all over the world. Vastu Shastra
Principles As per Vastu Shastra, %Ï The kitchen should place in the southeast direction or in
the second option northwest direction we can place. Must avoid southwest direction that is not
good. %Ï The dining room should come near the kitchen whether in the south or east
direction. %Ï Master Bedroom should place in the southwest direction.%Ï The guest bedroom we
can make in the north-west.%Ï Children’s bedroom or old age people bedroom should come in
a north-east direction.%Ï Making the toilet in the north-west direction is so good. %Ï Puja room
we can make in west, south and north-east directions. %Ï The living area should place in a
north-east direction, in the second option we can make in the northwest direction, also we can
keep in the center of the house.%Ï Portico should be in the northeast or northwest direction.%Ï
According to Vastu Shastra, the north-east direction always should be neat and clean.%Ï
Electrical or motor room should come in the southeast or northwest direction%Ï Storeroom we
can make in a southwest direction.%Ï The number of doors should be in an even number, but
even numbers end with zero is prohibited as per Vastu Shastra.%Ï The number of windows also
should be in an even number.%Ï The number of staircase steps should be in an odd number,
but the odd number should not end with zero. %Ï Placing Staircase in the northwest or
southeast direction is good, must avoid northeast direction. %Ï Don’t place any door or window
in the southwest direction.%Ï The underground water tank should place in the east direction of
the house is so good as per Vastu Shastra.%Ï Don’t plant any tall trees towards the east
direction which will obstruct the morning beneficial sun rays.%Ï Don’t place a septic tank in the
east direction.%Ï The east direction should be broad and at a lower level than other directions.%Ï



The east direction should not be closed by any wall or material.%Ï The water flow in the house
should flow towards the east direction give good health.%Ï If there is a road running in front of
the east-facing house, make sure that the house is on a higher slope than the road.%Ï Must
avoid toilet, kitchen or storeroom is in the northeast direction that makes negative energy into
the home.%Ï All doors in the house should open inside and all windows in the house should
open outside.%Ï The hinges of the doors must be noiseless.%Ï The north and east side of a
house contains more windows is so good.%Ï North side of a house should not be blocked.%Ï
The southwest side of a house should not be open that attracts negative energy inside of a
house.%Ï Must avoid placing a shoe rack or dustbin outside the main door.%Ï Keep an aquarium
is in the northeast corner of the living room.%Ï In an aquarium keep nine gold fishes and one
black fish that is very good.%Ï Place a seven-horse picture opposite the windows inside of a
house that is very good.%Ï Place lucky bamboo plant and jade plant inside of a house that
attracts more money.%Ï Keep a happy family picture in the living area that is very good.%Ï Don’t
place tall trees is in the northeast direction.%Ï Small plants and shrubs can place in the north
and east directions.%Ï Place tulsi plant is in the northeast direction.%Ï Don’t place a puja room
near the kitchen or toilet.%Ï Cash box should be keep in the south direction of the room.%Ï The
telephone can be keep in the southeast or northwest corner of the house.%Ï While sleeping one
should keep head pointing towards east or south direction.%Ï Must avoid keeping head towards
north direction while sleeping.%Ï Place drinking water purifier is in the northeast direction of the
kitchen.%Ï Keeping a name plate in front of the entrance is very good as per Vastu Shastra.%Ï
Main door of the house should open inside and in a clockwise direction.%Ï Water foundation
and paintings depicting water should be placed in the north or east direction, this will attract
positive energy and gives success, wealth and prosperity.%Ï Money plants should keep inside
of the house in the southeast direction.%Ï Jade plants should keep inside or outside of the
house in southeast, northwest, east or west direction.%Ï The lucky bamboo plant should keep
inside of a house or office in the southeast direction, this will attract health, wealth and
prosperity.%Ï Almirah should keep in the southwest direction and the doors should open
towards the north direction.%Ï Tv and computer should keep in the southeast corner, must
avoid northeast and southwest directions.%Ï Children’s should sit facing towards east direction
while studying, that’s so good.%Ï The land extension of the northeast direction is very good as
per Vastu Shastra which gives more wealth and prosperity.%Ï Mountains is in the south, west
and southwest direction of the house is considered as good as per Vastu Shastra.%Ï River or
lake is in the north,east and northeast direction of the house also very good as per Vastu
Shastra.%Ï Septic tank should place in the northwest on the north side of the house is so
good.%Ï Compound wall should not be bend in the northeast corner of the house.%Ï Keep a
lemon into a bowl and fill a water and change it every Saturday, lemon having the power to
observe negative energy.%Ï Keep a rock salt into a bowl and make it like pyramid and keep a
lemon on salt, change that lemon and salt every Friday. Salt and lemon having the power to
observe negative energy.%Ï Keep the “Om” and “Swastika” symbol in front of the main door that
is very good.%Ï Don’t keep broken photos, mirror, wall clock or any other broken glasses inside
a house, that must replace as much as possible.%Ï Must repair immediately the broken or
damaged staircase as soon as possible.%Ï Water drops or water flow from the pipe in the toilet,
kitchen or any other place in a house that should be repaired immediately.%Ï Doors and
windows in a house should be neat and clean always.%Ï Northeast corner of the house should
be neat and clean.%Ï Pregnant women’s must avoid southeast rooms.%Ï Must avoid blue color
in the kitchen.%Ï    Must avoid making puja room inside bedroom.



My name is AS SETHUPATHI. I am from Anthiyur, Erode district, Tamilnadu, India. I studied
BE Civil Engineering (2013) and M tech Structural Engineering (2015) at the Hindustan
University, Chennai. Currently, I’m a Civil Engineer working in Bangalore, India. I learned Vastu
Shastra by myself. Also, I learned to make House plans as per Vastu Shastra and I make
blueprints, Section, Elevation Drawings, Interior design drawings in both 2D and 3D. After some
research, I came to know many people in this world searching for House plan ideas. So I
planned to make House Plan books as per Vastu Shastra for the people who need house plans
to build their dream house. I hope this book will be more helpful for people Searching for
house plan ideas. My sincere thanks to you for buying my book. If this book helpful for you
kindly refer to your friends and also give a review of this book. Thank you. About the Book This
book is all about House Plans as per Vastu Shastra. In this book, you get 500 Various sizes of
house plans as per Vastu Shastra principles. In this book, you will get the best ideas to make
your dream house. You can easily pick up your dream house plan from this book, a lot of
various sizes of house plans available in this book. This book will be more useful for students
who learn to make house plan drawing as per vastu Shastra and the engineers who need
vastu house plan ideas and also the people who plan to build their dream house. Maximum
varieties of land sizes available in this book. 1bhk, 2bhk, 3bhk, 4bhk all types of house plans
attached in this book. You get small to big house plans here. I hope this book will be more
helpful for people all over the world. Vastu Shastra Principles As per Vastu
Shastra, %Ï The kitchen should place in the southeast direction or in the second option
northwest direction we can place. Must avoid southwest direction that is not good. %Ï The
dining room should come near the kitchen whether in the south or east direction. %Ï Master
Bedroom should place in the southwest direction.%Ï The guest bedroom we can make in the
north-west.%Ï Children’s bedroom or old age people bedroom should come in a north-east
direction.%Ï Making the toilet in the north-west direction is so good. %Ï Puja room we can make
in west, south and north-east directions. %Ï The living area should place in a north-east
direction, in the second option we can make in the northwest direction, also we can keep in the
center of the house.%Ï Portico should be in the northeast or northwest direction.%Ï According to
Vastu Shastra, the north-east direction always should be neat and clean.%Ï Electrical or motor
room should come in the southeast or northwest direction%Ï Storeroom we can make in a
southwest direction.%Ï The number of doors should be in an even number, but even numbers
end with zero is prohibited as per Vastu Shastra.%Ï The number of windows also should be in
an even number.%Ï The number of staircase steps should be in an odd number, but the odd
number should not end with zero. %Ï Placing Staircase in the northwest or southeast direction is
good, must avoid northeast direction. %Ï Don’t place any door or window in the southwest
direction.%Ï The underground water tank should place in the east direction of the house is so
good as per Vastu Shastra.%Ï Don’t plant any tall trees towards the east direction which will
obstruct the morning beneficial sun rays.%Ï Don’t place a septic tank in the east direction.%Ï
The east direction should be broad and at a lower level than other directions.%Ï The east
direction should not be closed by any wall or material.%Ï The water flow in the house should
flow towards the east direction give good health.%Ï If there is a road running in front of the east-
facing house, make sure that the house is on a higher slope than the road.%Ï Must avoid toilet,
kitchen or storeroom is in the northeast direction that makes negative energy into the home.%Ï
All doors in the house should open inside and all windows in the house should open outside.%Ï
The hinges of the doors must be noiseless.%Ï The north and east side of a house contains
more windows is so good.%Ï North side of a house should not be blocked.%Ï The southwest
side of a house should not be open that attracts negative energy inside of a house.%Ï Must



avoid placing a shoe rack or dustbin outside the main door.%Ï Keep an aquarium is in the
northeast corner of the living room.%Ï In an aquarium keep nine gold fishes and one black fish
that is very good.%Ï Place a seven-horse picture opposite the windows inside of a house that is
very good.%Ï Place lucky bamboo plant and jade plant inside of a house that attracts more
money.%Ï Keep a happy family picture in the living area that is very good.%Ï Don’t place tall
trees is in the northeast direction.%Ï Small plants and shrubs can place in the north and east
directions.%Ï Place tulsi plant is in the northeast direction.%Ï Don’t place a puja room near the
kitchen or toilet.%Ï Cash box should be keep in the south direction of the room.%Ï The telephone
can be keep in the southeast or northwest corner of the house.%Ï While sleeping one should
keep head pointing towards east or south direction.%Ï Must avoid keeping head towards north
direction while sleeping.%Ï Place drinking water purifier is in the northeast direction of the
kitchen.%Ï Keeping a name plate in front of the entrance is very good as per Vastu Shastra.%Ï
Main door of the house should open inside and in a clockwise direction.%Ï Water foundation
and paintings depicting water should be placed in the north or east direction, this will attract
positive energy and gives success, wealth and prosperity.%Ï Money plants should keep inside
of the house in the southeast direction.%Ï Jade plants should keep inside or outside of the
house in southeast, northwest, east or west direction.%Ï The lucky bamboo plant should keep
inside of a house or office in the southeast direction, this will attract health, wealth and
prosperity.%Ï Almirah should keep in the southwest direction and the doors should open
towards the north direction.%Ï Tv and computer should keep in the southeast corner, must
avoid northeast and southwest directions.%Ï Children’s should sit facing towards east direction
while studying, that’s so good.%Ï The land extension of the northeast direction is very good as
per Vastu Shastra which gives more wealth and prosperity.%Ï Mountains is in the south, west
and southwest direction of the house is considered as good as per Vastu Shastra.%Ï River or
lake is in the north,east and northeast direction of the house also very good as per Vastu
Shastra.%Ï Septic tank should place in the northwest on the north side of the house is so
good.%Ï Compound wall should not be bend in the northeast corner of the house.%Ï Keep a
lemon into a bowl and fill a water and change it every Saturday, lemon having the power to
observe negative energy.%Ï Keep a rock salt into a bowl and make it like pyramid and keep a
lemon on salt, change that lemon and salt every Friday. Salt and lemon having the power to
observe negative energy.%Ï Keep the “Om” and “Swastika” symbol in front of the main door that
is very good.%Ï Don’t keep broken photos, mirror, wall clock or any other broken glasses inside
a house, that must replace as much as possible.%Ï Must repair immediately the broken or
damaged staircase as soon as possible.%Ï Water drops or water flow from the pipe in the toilet,
kitchen or any other place in a house that should be repaired immediately.%Ï Doors and
windows in a house should be neat and clean always.%Ï Northeast corner of the house should
be neat and clean.%Ï Pregnant women’s must avoid southeast rooms.%Ï Must avoid blue color
in the kitchen.%Ï Must avoid making puja room inside bedroom.%Ï Keep a water-filled glass on
the table for better concentration.%Ï The main door should not be opposite to the bathroom
door.%Ï Must avoid sleep or sit under the beam.%Ï Study room should be in the way that
children sit and study facing east or north direction.%Ï The perfect colors for the study room are
yellow, pink and white.                                                                             House Plans 
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Wow huge wonderful collection of house plans. Amazing house plan
book. Author made this book very perfect. This book is very useful for me . Thank you”

Avtar, “Masterpiece book. The book is quite exhaustive and well designed full of detailed
drawings, really very very good.I compliment the author for such a masterpiece.”

Manasa, “Nice easy to learn good book for students.or engineers who just started their carrier
as an young engineer.yes i would recommend this book. I have choose to give 4 star rating
because its my wish .. Nice easy to learn good book for students.or engineers who just started
their carrier as an young engineer.yes i would recommend this book. I have choose to give 4
star rating because its my wish”

Ahsaan, “Summary. I have not completed yet but read the first few pages, I would that it's nice
but yet to complete the full book”



Krish, “Good. Nice and clear drawing, very easy to understand, explanations are very helpful,
extremely helpful to beginners,  Must read book before you start new work”

The book by AS SETHU PATHI has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 35 people have provided feedback.
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